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Description:

Birds and Words - Wedding / Anniversary Sampler
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY RIVERDRIFT HOUSE

In the designer's own words:
“Soft neutrals for a fun wedding sampler on my ‘Birds and Words’ theme. The asymmetric side borders
are intentional, to give a feeling of antique charm to offset against the modern mixed-font theme. You
could easily swap the blue and lilac to suit the chosen wedding theme if preferred, retaining all the neutral
shades as used in the original.
This would also stitch into a fun sampler to celebrate a special wedding anniversary.”

Creative Poppy says:

Check it out in detail, nothing is missing in this pretty celebratory sampler of the wedding day: the bells and
cake, the rings and diamond, the lace dress and veil, the music and confetti, the flowers and champagne, the
vows and the speeches, the bridesmaids and the best man, all filled with romance, joy, kisses and love.

The sampler is designed to be customized with the initials of the newly-wed as well as the date of the wedding.
A chart with alphabet and numbers is provided with the cross stitch pattern.

The sampler is large but and easy stitch with only full cross stitches and most of the motifs in solid block colors.

Cross stitch pattern designed by Riverdrift House.
>> see more patterns by Riverdrift House
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Birds and Words - Wedding / Anniversary Sampler
Chart size in stitches: 207 x 266 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 7
Themes: love, bridesmaids, Mr & Mrs, honeymoon, bells, cake

>> see more Sampler patterns by Riverdrift House
>> see all Wedding patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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